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Q.1 On the occasion of the World Water Day, your teacher has asked you to prepare a short speech 

in about 120 words on the topic: “Save Water, Save the Planet!”. ( 5M) 

Hints: 

*Don’t leave taps running while washing clothes,dishes,shaving of brushing teeth. 

*Be concerned, stop or report all leakages.*Avoid showers. Take bath with bucket snd mug. 

*Water plants with the water used for washing vegetables,fruits etc. 

Q.2 Do as directed-(15M) 

1.__All____(both/all) these restaurants are equally good.You can dine at either___(either/neither) 

of them.(Fill in the blanks with correct determiners) 

2.I called her_several___(several/all) times.But_every_(each/every)time her mother picked up the 

phone.(Fill in the blank with suitable determiners) 

3.Change the following sentences into indirect speech – a) She said,“ I will do this project.” 

Ans.She said that she would do that project.  

b) Sushma says to her mother, “Life is not a bed of roses.” 

Ans.Sushma tells her mother that life is not a bed of roses. 

4.Change the voice-a) She was knitting  a sweater. 

Ans.A sweater was being knitted by her. 

b) Does the officer sign the paper? 

Ans.Is the paper signed by the officer? 

5.There is an error in each of the sentences against which a blank is given.Write the incorrect word 

and the correction in the space provided- 

Kiran Bedi is truly a icon of heroism.  _a__   __an_ 

She was the first Indian women to join _women__ woman __ 

An Indian police services. She is one of an__ _the__ 

the most renowned police officers. 

6.Re-arrange the phrases to form meaningful sentence- the foundation/our life/ upon 

which/education is/stands. 

Ans.Education is the foundation upon which our life stands. 



7.Work hard___if you want to score good marks.(Fill in the blank with suitable conjunction) 

8.We wear cotton clothes__during _(for/during)summers.(Fill in the blank with suitable 

preposition) 

9.When I _arrived__(arrive) at the station ,my sister_was waiting__( wait) for me.(Fill in the blanks 

using Simple Past Tense and Past Continuous  Tense of verb given in brackets.) 

10.Cleopatra was the_most beautiful__(beautiful)woman in Egypt.(Fill in the blank with correct 

degree of adjectives. ). 


